Chapter VII
Jñāna-Vijñāna Yoga
The Yoga of Knowledge and Wisdom

Introduction
The divine song that is the Bhagavad Gītā is sung by
Lord Kṛṣṇa in eighteen chapters. In all eighteen chapters, the
Lord tells how the jīva (individual soul), trapped in the cycle of
birth and death, can attain liberation. The methods of attaining
Self-realization, which bring liberation of the individual soul,
are primarily discussed in terms of Karma Yoga (yoga of selfless
service), Bhakti Yoga (yoga of devotion), and Jñāna Yoga (yoga
of knowledge). The first six chapters relate to Karma Yoga, the
second six chapters relate to Bhakti Yoga, and the last six chapters
relate to Jñāna Yoga. However, in each of the chapters, although a
particular yoga is primarily discussed, the other systems of yoga
are also included.
The present chapter deals with complete divinity and
practice through which an aspirant attains both knowledge and
wisdom. Therefore this chapter has been named Jñāna-Vijñāna
Yoga, or The Yoga of Knowledge and Wisdom. The word jñāna
(knowledge) is used for indirect knowledge of scriptures. The
word vijñāna (wisdom) means direct knowledge of the Self
through experience.
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÷loka 1 ≈
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sr≠ bhagavÅnuvÅca
mayyÅsaktamanÅæ pÅrtha yogaÚ yuñjanmadÅ±rayaæ
asaÚ±ayaÚ samagraÚ mÅÚ yathÅ jñÅsyasi tacchŸœu
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±ri bhagavÅn uvÅca

the Lord said

mayi 			

on Me

ÅsaktamanÅæ 		

with mind clinging

pÅrtha 			

O PÅrtha (Arjuna)

yogam 		

yoga

yuñjan 		

practicing

madÅ±rayaæ 		

taking refuge in Me

asaÚ±ayam 		

without doubt

samagram 		

wholly

mÅm 			

Me

yathÅ 			

how

jñÅsyasi 		

shall know

tat 			

that

±Ÿœu 			

hear



Chapter VII

Verse 1
1

The Lord said,
Listen, O Pārtha (Arjuna), with the mind attached to Me,
practicing yoga, and taking refuge in Me, you will know Me
entirely and without any doubt.
In the previous chapter the Lord gave the methods of
concentration and meditation by which Self-realization can be
obtained. He concluded by giving His own personal opinion
about who among seekers, pursuing different paths, is the highest
seeker. In VI: 46 it was said that a yogi who tries to concentrate the
mind upon the Self is superior to those yogis who practice hard
austerities, engage in deep study of scriptures, or who engage in
selfless service to the society. In VI: 47 the Lord again said that
while yogis who practice concentration on the Self are the highest,
among those meditators the one “whose mind and intellect are
merged in Me” through the path of devotion, is the best.
The Lord continues the same theme of devotion in this
present chapter and elaborates on the devotion that brings Godrealization. In this verse three methods are explained:
1) with the mind attached to Me - As long as the mind is
attached to worldly enjoyments, it cannot be attached to God. In
order to attach the mind to God, one needs to withdraw the mind
from all worldly objects.
2) practicing yoga - The practice of yoga referred to here
means one who worships God with firm faith and devotion, while
fixing the mind and intellect on God.
3) taking refuge in Me - As long as the mind is dependent
on worldly objects, it cannot take refuge in God. In order to take
refuge in God, one should renounce all dependency on worldly
objects and put one’s faith entirely in God.
The Lord says that one who practices yoga as explained
above will know God without any doubt or irresolution.
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÷loka 2

D;nã teåhã sivD;nimdã v+y;MyxeWt" )
yJD;Tv; neh .UyoåNyJD;tVymvix„yte _ 2_
jñÅnaÚ te’haÚ savijñÅnam---idaÚ vak„yÅmya±e„ataæ
yajjñÅtvÅ neha bhâyo’nyaj---jñÅtavyamava±i„yate

D;nm( 			
te 			
ahm( 			
sivD;nm( 		

jñÅnam 		

knowledge

te 			

to thee

aham 			

I

savijñÅnam 		
						

combined with
realization
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idam 			

this

vak„yÅmi 		

will declare

a±e„ataæ 		

in full

yat 			

which

jñÅtvÅ 			

having known

ne 			

not

iha 			

here

bhâyaæ 		

more

anyat 			

anything else

jñÅtavyam 		
						

what ought to be
known

avix„yte 		

ava±i„yate 		

remains
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Chapter VII

Verse 2
How Arjuna Will Know God
2
I shall reveal to you in full this knowledge combined with
realization, which being known, nothing more here remains
to be known.
In the following six chapters Lord Kṛṣṇa tells His disciple,
Arjuna, the complete philosophy of yoga, both in its theory
and in its practical application. The term jñāna (knowledge)
means indirect knowledge of the scriptures, which is theoretical
knowledge; the term vijñāna (highest knowledge) means direct
knowledge of the Self, which comes through experience. Jñāna
and vijñāna together lead to the attainment of Self-knowledge
or Self-realization. Jñāna is achieved by studying the scriptures
and listening to their explanation by a teacher, whereas vijñāna
develops when the aspirant applies the theories in practice and
experiences the knowledge of the Self or God.
The knowledge of this creation is insignificant in
comparison to the complete knowledge of God because this
creation is only a tiny part of the supreme Lord. Therefore, for one
who knows the supreme Lord together with the Lord's infinite
power, knowledge, and other attributes, nothing more needs to be
known in this world.
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÷loka 3

mnu„y;,;ã shßeWu kiXc¥tit isıye)
ytt;mip isı;n;ã kiíNm;ã vei� tÊvt"_ 3_
manu„yÅœÅÚ sahasre„u ka±cidyatati siddhaye
yatatÅmapi siddhÅnÅÚ ka±cinmÅÚ vetti tattvataæ
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manu„yÅœÅm 		

of men

sahasre„u 		

among thousands

ka±cit 			

someone

yatati 			

strives

siddhaye 		

for perfection

yatatÅm 		

of the striving ones

api 			

even

siddhÅnÅÚ 		

of the successful ones

ka±cit 			

someone

mÅm 			

Me

vetti 			

knows

tattvataæ 		

in essence



Chapter VII

Verse 3
How Is It That Human Beings Do Not Know the Reality of God?
3
Hardly one among thousands of humans strives for perfection;
even among the successful strivers, some rare one knows Me
in reality.
The term manuṣyāṇām means those who take birth in the
human species. The two purposes of a human birth are bhoga,
which means to experience the world with the mind, body, and
senses; and apavarga, which means liberation from all experience.
The first purpose, bhoga, is common to all living beings. However,
only human beings are qualified for the second purpose, apavarga.
Despite this, the majority of human beings indulge in fulfilling
their sensual desires and remain attached to the objects of the
senses. In this way they are just like all other species.
Only one among thousands of humans, due to some
favorable latencies (saṁskāra) from the past birth, awakens to the
idea of striving for God-realization. Even among those few who
are successful strivers, most get trapped in egocentric desires and
attachments or, due to weakness in faith and devotion, cannot
practice yoga with full intensity. As a result, they are unable to
attain complete God-realization. Only a rare one, through the
persistent practice of yoga and dispassion for the world of objects,
achieves God-realization in that very life.
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÷loka 4

.Uimr;poånlo v;yu" %ã mno buiırev c )
ahãk;r îtIyã me i.Ñ; p[’itr˛/; _ 4_
bhâmirÅpo’nalo vÅyuæ khaÚ mano buddhireva ca
ahaÚkÅra it≠yaÚ me bhinnÅ prakŸtira„ÊadhÅ
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bhâmiæ 		

earth

Åpaæ 			

water

analaæ fi			

fire

vÅyuæ 			

air

kham 			

ether

manaæ 		

mind

buddhiæ 		

intellect

eva 			

even

ca 			

and

ahaÚkÅra 		

egoism

iti 			

thus

iyam 			

this

me 			

Me

bhinnÅ 		

divided

prakŸtiæ 		

nature

a„ÊadhÅ 		

eightfold



Chapter VII

Verses 4-5
The Characteristics of the Higher and Lower Natures of God
4

Earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, intellect, egoism: thus is My
prakṛti divided eight-fold.
In order for Arjuna to be clear in his mind about the true
nature of the Self, Lord Kṛṣṇa lists the eight aspects that make up
prakṛti, the matter or material principle of existence, as separate
from puruṣa, the Self in an individual. The creation starts by
the union of puruṣa (conscious principle) and prakṛti (insentient
matter). When the conscious principle pervades insentient matter,
matter becomes active as though it were intelligent.
Earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, intellect, egoism are the
eight constituents of prakṛti (nature). According to Sāṁkhya the
five gross elements (bhūtas) are caused by subtle energies known
as tanmātras. The tanmātras also are the objects of the subtle senses
(jñānendriyas) and are experienced in the form of our thoughts
and emotions as odor, flavor, form, feeling, and sound. These
jñānendriyas are considered as an extension of the mind (manas)
and are the capacity to smell, taste, see, touch, and hear.
The mind (manas), intellect (buddhi), and ego (ahaṁkāra)
are the internal senses. Taken together the five subtle energies of
matter (tanmātras) and the three internal senses (manas, buddhi, and
ahaṁkāra) constitute the eight-fold prakṛti (aṣṭadhā prakṛti), which
is the subtle body.
The five great cosmic elements (mahābhūtas) are
represented in an individual by the subtle energies (tanmātras).
These act as sensory stimuli through which an individual
experiences and lives in the world of sense objects. Otherwise an
individual would not experience sensation or have perception.
The process of the interaction within the subtle body is
as follows: When external objects come into contact with sensory
organs, their stimulating nature excites the senses. The sensory
organs carry those feelings and sensations inward, where they
are analyzed. The mechanics of analysis and synthesis are called
“mind.” The mind presents those sensations and feelings to
the ego (sense of “I-ness”), which owns them and determines,
“This is for me” or “This is not for me.” The ego presents this to
the intellect for final judgment, and forms concepts regarding
the sensations and perceptions, and their relationship to the
personality.
Actually the sense of “I-ness” is present in the function of
the senses, mind, and intellect. This empirical “I” is a reflection of
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conscious puruṣa in unconscious buddhi (discriminative intellect).
Therefore this “I” is neither pure consciousness nor pure intellect.
This ego consciousness goes through pleasure and pain as a result
of the mechanics of mind, intellect, and senses. If the sense of
“I-ness” were not present in the mind, intellect, and senses, then
neither pain and suffering, nor pleasure and happiness would be
experienced. The mind, intellect, and senses, being the products of
prakṛti, are by themselves, unconscious.
When an individual understands the distinction between
puruṣa and prakṛti, that person can understand that all sufferings
are caused by identification of the Self with matter. When this
identification is removed, then the ego self discovers itself as the
true Self.

Similarities Between Puruṣa and Prakṛti
Puruṣa

Prakṛti

uncaused

uncaused

omnipresent

omnipresent

eternal

eternal

beyond action and reaction

beyond action and reaction

eternal characteristics

eternal characteristics

devoid of relations

devoid of relations

pastlessness (beginningless)

pastlessness (beginningless)

unmanifest

unmanifest

independent

beyond phenomena

independent

beyond phenomena

Dissimilarities Between Puruṣa and Prakṛti
Puruṣa

conscious

Prakṛti

unconscious

mediatorship

cause of the world

subject

object

devoid of the guṇas

with the guṇas

The relationship between puruṣa and prakṛti is one of
influence, like a magnet and iron.
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÷loka 5

apreyimtSTvNy;ã p[’itã iviı me pr;m( )
jIv.Ut;ã mh;b;ho yyedã /;yRte jgt( _ 5_
apareyamitastvanyÅÚ prakŸtiÚ viddhi me parÅm
j≠vabhâtÅÚ mahÅbÅho yayedaÚ dhÅryate jagat

apr; 			
îym( 			
ît" 			
tu 			
aNy;m( 		
p[’itm( 		
iviı 			
me 			
pr;m( 			
jIv.Ut;m( 		
mh;b;ho 		

aparÅ 			

lower

iyam 			

this

itaæ 			

from this

tu 			

but

anyÅm 		

different

prakŸtim 		

nature

viddhi 			

know

me 			

My

parÅm 			

higher

j≠vabhâtÅm 		

the very life element

mahÅbÅho 		
						

O Mighty-armed

yy; 			
îdm( 			
/;yRte 		
jgt( 			

yayÅ 			

by which

idam 			

this

dhÅryate 		

is upheld

jagat 			

world

(Arjuna)
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5
This is My lower nature, (what is) other than this, O Mightyarmed (Arjuna), know it to be My higher nature, the very life
element, by which the universe is sustained.
In the preceding verse the eight components of God’s
lower nature were enumerated. In this verse the Lord explains
His higher nature: “The eight-fold prakṛti is My lower nature, and
separate from prakṛti is the Self, constituted by pure consciousness,
which is My higher nature.”
The eight-fold prakṛti is the objective reality and the
conscious Self is the subjective reality. The entire objective
reality is based on the existence of the subjective reality. This
objective reality cannot be held together without the subjective
reality. The mind, intellect, and senses, which are the evolutes of
unconscious matter, start functioning as though they are sentient
and intelligent merely due to their association with the Self or
pure consciousness. If consciousness were not in us, we would not
be able to experience any thoughts, feelings, or emotions within,
nor would we be able to respond to the outside world. Everything
functions properly and is nourished and sustained only due to the
conscious principle.
The term jagat means not only the outer universe, but
also includes the mediums of experience (the senses), the objects
of experience, and the whole of the objective world. The entire
objective reality is supported by the Self or pure conscious
principle.
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÷loka 6

Et¥onIin .Ut;in sv;R,ITyup/;ry )
ahã ’TSnSy jgt" p[.v" p[lyStq; _ 6_
etadyon≠ni bhâtÅni sarvÅœ≠tyupadhÅraya
ahaÚ kŸtsnasya jagataæ prabhavaæ pralayastathÅ

Et¥onIin 		

etadyon≠ni 		
						
						

those of which these
two (prakŸtis) are the
womb

.Ut;in 		
sv;Ri, 		
îit 			
¨p/;ry 		
ahm( 			
’TSnSy 		
jgt"
p[.v" 			
p[ly" 		
tq; 			

bhâtÅni 		

beings

sarvÅœi 		

all

iti 			

thus

upadhÅraya 		

know

aham 			

I

kŸtsnasya 		

of the whole, entire

jagataæ 		

of the world

prabhavaæ 		

source

pralayaæ 		

dissolution

tathÅ 			

also
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Verse 6
How the Higher Nature Is the Creator, Sustainer, and the
Dissolver of the Creation
6
Know that these two natures are the womb of all beings. Thus I
am the source and dissolution of the entire universe.
The eight-fold prakṛti (matter) and pure consciousness
(spirit) are the two natures of God (Īśvara): the eight-fold prakṛti is
the lower nature, and pure consciousness is the higher nature. For
the purposes of evolution, neither spirit nor matter can be creative
alone. They must be together in order to express the potentialities
that exist within each.
Matter is inert by nature, as would be all of its evolutes if
they were not permeated by pure consciousness (spirit). Matter in
the form of the subtle elements (ether, air, fire, water, and earth),
as well as mind, intellect, and senses cannot stay together without
the presence of spirit. Similarly, without matter, the potentialities
of spirit cannot be expressed. Hence, the two natures of God,
simultaneously, are the womb of all animate and inanimate
creation; God is the creator, sustainer, and dissolver of that
creation. At the time of dissolution the entire creation goes back to
its cause.
The higher nature of God (pure consciousness), forgetting
its Godly nature, identifies with the lower nature (matter) and
becomes an embodied soul. This is true in terms of the universe,
as well as in individual beings. When the embodied soul removes
its false identification with matter, it rediscovers itself as cosmic
consciousness or God. At that point matter goes back to its
primordial nature, or the lower nature of God.
Just as all of the shapes, sizes, and colors of objects made
from a lump of clay have the same underlying reality of clay, in
the same way, the higher nature of God is the primary reality. It
underlies the objects of the sense organs as well as the mind and
intellect, which have all been created by the lower nature of God.
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÷loka 7

m�" prtrã n;NyiTkãicdiSt /nãjy)
miy svRimdã p[otã sU]e mi,g,; îv_ 7_
mattaæ parataraÚ nÅnyat---kiÚcidasti dhanaÚjaya
mayi sarvamidaÚ protaÚ sâtre maœigaœÅ iva

m�" 			
prtrm( 		
n 			
aNyt( 		
ikãict( 		
aiSt 			
/nãjy 		

mattaæ

		

dhanaÚjaya 		
						

O DhanaÚjaya

miy 			
svRm( 			
îdm( 			
p[otm( 			
sU]e 			
mi,g,;" 		
îv 			

mayi 			

in Me

sarvam 		

all

idam 			

this

protam 		

is strung

sâtre 			

on a string

maœigaœÅæ 		

clusters of gems

iva 			

like

than Me

parataram 		

higher

na 			

not

anyat 			

other

kiÚcit 			

anyone

asti 			

is
(Arjuna)
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Verse 7
God is the Common Factor In All the Forms of the Universe
7
There is nothing whatsoever higher than Me, O Dhanaṁjaya
(Arjuna). All this is strung on Me, as clusters of gems on a string.
In the previous verse Lord Kṛṣṇa said “I am the cause
and the end, and beside Me there is nothing else.” Just as in all
clay pots there is only clay, in all ocean waves there is only water,
and in all gold ornaments there is only gold; so too in all forms,
shapes, and sizes of creation there is only God. In this verse the
Lord says that He is the sustainer of the creation.
We see that the embodied soul appears in so many
different forms, shapes, and sizes, and that each being is different
from all others in activity, thought, feeling, and emotion. As a
result, we mistakenly have the idea that there are different selves
in different bodies. In order to address this line of thinking, this
verse says that God is the ultimate reality and, consequently, there
is nothing higher.
God (the Self) is the same in everything, irrespective of
shape, size, form, thought, feeling, or action. Lord Kṛṣṇa uses
the example of a necklace made up of diverse gems of different
shapes, forms, sizes, and colors. All the forms of the universe are
strung like beads on one common thread that invisibly holds them
together; that thread is the Self (God).
The essence of this verse is that even though in individuals
the shape, size, and form are different, and the functions of mind,
body, and intellect are different, one conscious principle works
through all these various created objects; and everything in life
adjusts to co-exist harmoniously.
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÷loka 8

rsoåhmPsu k;wNtey p[.;iSm xixsUyRyo" )
p[,v" svRvedeWu xBd" %e p;w®Wã nOWu _ 8_
raso’hamapsu kaunteya prabhÅsmi ±a±isâryayoæ
praœavaæ sarvavede„u ±abdaæ khe pauru„aÚ nŸ„u

rs" 		
ahm( 		
aPsu 		
k;wNtey 		

rasaæ 			

sapidity, flavor

aham 			

I

kaunteya 		
						

O Son of Kunt≠

p[.; 		
aiSm 		
xixsUyRyo" 		

prabhÅ 		

light

asmi 			

am I

±a±isâryayoæ 		
						

in the moon and the
sun

p[,v" 		
svRvedeWu 		
xBd" 			
%e 			
p;w®Wm( 		
nOWu 			

praœavaæ 		

the syllable Om

sarvavede„u 		

in all the Vedas

±abdaæ 		

sound

khe 			

in the ether

pauru„am 		

virility

nŸ„u 			

in humans

apsu

			

in water
(Arjuna)
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Verses 8-9
How Everything is Strung On God
8
O Son of Kuntī (Arjuna), I am liquidity in water, I am light in the
moon and the sun; I am the syllable Om in the Vedas, sound in
ether, and virility in humans.
It has already been explained that God’s higher nature
is the source of the entire creation and there is nothing beyond
this. These two verses explain the essence of the invisible,
eternal thread that is holding everything together. The principle
that constitutes and pervades a substance and supports it from
beginning to end is the essence of that substance. In this verse Śrī
Kṛṣṇa says that it is He, the Lord Himself, who is that principle.
I am liquidity in water - Liquidity (rasa tanmātra) is the
essence of the water element. Hence, the water element is strung
on God by its essence of liquidity.
I am light in the moon and the sun - Radiance (rūpa
tanmātra) is the essence of the moon and sun. Hence, the moon
and sun are strung on God by their essence of radiance.
I am the syllable Om in the Vedas - The sacred syllable
Om is the essence of all the Vedas. Hence, all the Vedas are strung
on God by their essence of Om.
sound in ether - The sound principle (śabda tanmātra) is the
essence of the ether element. Hence, the ether element is strung on
God by its essence of sound.
virility in humans - Virility here refers to ojas, the most
subtle form of prāṇa in a human, and refers to both men and
women. Hence, humanity is strung on God by its essence of
virility.
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÷loka 9

pu<yo gN/" pOiqVy;ã c tejí;iSm iv.;vs;w )
jIvnã svR.UteWu tpí;iSm tpiSvWu _ 9_
puœyo gandhaæ pŸthivyÅÚ ca teja±cÅsmi vibhÅvasau
j≠vanaÚ sarvabhâte„u tapa±cÅsmi tapasvi„u

pu<y" 			
gN/" 			
pOiqVy;m( 		
c 			
tej" 			
c 			
aiSm 			
iv.;vs;w 		
jIvnm( 		
svR.UteWu 		
tp" 			
c 			
aiSm 			
tpiSvWu 		

puœyaæ		

sweet, pure

gandhaæ 		

fragrance

pŸthivyÅm 		

in earth

ca 			

and

tejaæ 			

brilliance

ca 			

and

asmi 			

am (I)

vibhÅvasau 		

in fire

j≠vanam 		

life

sarvabhâte„u 		

in all beings

tapaæ 			

austerity

ca 			

and

asmi 			

am (I)

tapasvi„u 		

in ascetics
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